
Concept Clim bing

Volum es



Colors.
Choose from our range or colors, or let us know what you need. 
We can color match to your requirements. 

Fixing.
All volumes come with screw inserts for fixing to the wall.
We recommend the use of 8 gauge countersunk screws.
Before use, ensure that all inserts have a screw in use! 

About. 
At Concept Climbing we manufacture a range of Timber volumes.
Our volumes have a high quality finish along with a great texture. 
With a range or shapes and sizes, there will be something to suit every 
route seer and wall.

How we measure our volumes.
The total space that they occupy. So they are measured at the widest, longest and 
tallest points.

To order.
Contact sales@conceptclimbing.com



Our volumes are finished with a high
quality texture and color finish. 
We apply two layers of our texture
to ensure a more durable surface and
longer lasng texture than a tradional 
single texture layer. 

This also This also results in volumes retaining their
texture for a longer period of me.

As volumes get ulized more in everyday 
se ng, they are also moved around much 
more.
To help ensure the longest life of our 
volumes, we use steel screw inserts 
on all of our volumes. This means you can 
scscrew our volumes down countless mes.

Our Volumes are finished internally with 
a fiberglass tape along all the seams. 
This idea stolen from the boat building 
industry, results in a superior strength join. 
It also keeps the weight down, and allows 
for easier volume stacking opposed to the 
ttradional mber reinforcements. 



Hex S   (265 x 215 x 140mm)
AUD $109

Hex M   (535 x 435 x 280mm)
AUD $209

Hex L (790 x 650 x 345mm)
AUD $309

Hexagons



Cube S   (325 x 300 x 170m)
AUD $99 

Cube M   (650 x 600 x 345mm)
AUD $199

Cube L   (960 x 900 x 441mm)
AUD $299

Cubes



Wedge M   (800 x 400 x 140mm)
AUD $199

Wedge L   (1200 x 60 x 210mm)
AUD $289

Wedge XL   (1600 x 800 x 280)
AUD $379

W edges



Rectangle prisim flat top  (800 x 500 x 200mm)
AUD $209

Converging prisim   (500 x 400 x 150mm)
AUD $129

Prisim s

Square pyramid flat top  (750 x 750 x 200mm)
AUD $229



Hex Pyramid flat top   (700 x 610 x 200mm)
AUD $239

Hex Pyramid   (700 x 610 x 250mm)
AUD $229

Hex Pyramid Shallow   (700 x 610 x 175mm)
AUD $199

Hex pyram ids



Long & low prisim   (1000 x 350 x 175mm)
AUD $189

The Pinch    (625 x 150 x 1500mm)
AUD $99

Short & tall prisim   (850 x 450 x 225mm)
AUD $189

Prisim s



Right angle long pyramid XL   (1030 x 520 x 230mm)
AUD $289

Iso Long Pyramid L   (860 x 450 x 200mm)
AUD $269

Iso Long Pyramid M  (580 x 300 x 140mm)
AUD $209

Right angle Long Pyramid L (685 x 350 x 155mm)
AUD $219

Long pyram ids



Square Pyramid L   (800 x 800 x 330mm)
AUD $249

Square Pyramid M   (600 x 600 x 250mm)
AUD $189

Square Prymaid S   (400 x 400 x 170mm)
AUD $129

square pyram ids



Iso Pyramid XL   (1190 x 1030 x 405mm)
AUD $319

Iso pyramid L   (925 x 800 x 320mm)
AUD $219

Iso pyramid M   (600 x 520 x 240mm)
AUD $119

Iso Pyram ids



Right angle pryamid M   (500 x 500 x 175mm)
AUD $109

Right angle pyramid L   (750 x 750 x 260mm)
AUD $199

Right angle pyramid XL   (1000 x 1000 x 340mm)
AUD $309

Right angle pyram ids


